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These tasks will require some language scaffolding from you to be most effective. 
This could be a word doc or maybe a video explanation from you. Less is more right 
now, in terms of online learning and the current pressures we are all facing.
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• Cook a meal for your family (with whatever is in the house) Write up a menu for the meal in the   
 target language (TL). Teach your family important mealtime phrases in the TL. Or, perhaps    
 students could find a recipe in the TL and give it a crack or adapt it suit what’s available. Take a   
 photo of the meal and / or your family enjoying the meal and caption it in the TL.

• Label everything in the house in the TL using sticky notes or similar.

• Teach your pet tricks using command language in TL and then film and share. 

• Write out your schedule for the week in the TL 

• Keep a video diary in the TL (teacher can specify specific verb endings or conjugations to focus on)

• Access exercise videos in the TL on Youtube.

• Ask students for a one-word check in. Provide a list of emotion words in the TL to help students   
 do this.

• Ask students to write recommendations in the TL as to how to try and stay healthy and positive   
 during this time.

• Make recommendations of media in the TL students could watch while at home. If it’s suitable for   
 your students (probably for more high school kids in the elective years), suggest they start a  
 Facebook group or similar for their Language class (not with you) where they can chat and share   
 movie and tv recommendations. Especially in the older years, our kids form such strong bonds   
 in their Languages class, so it might be nice for them to feel that sense of comradery 


